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Abstract—As process technology scales, the design effort and
nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs associated with the develop-
ment of integrated circuits is becoming extremely high. Structured
ASICs offer one solution to these problems. However, to realize
their full potential, their performance and cost advantages, archi-
tectures, and CAD must be fully understood. We believe that this
can lead to wider adoption of structured ASICs. In this paper, we
take a step in this direction and investigate the area, delay, power,
and cost tradeoffs in metal-programmable structured ASICs
(MPSAs). In particular, we quantify the impact of the number
of user-defined (custom) metal mask layers on these metrics.
Results indicate that for lowest cost, the number of custom layers
should be minimized, especially for small die sizes (e.g., less than
100 mm�). Delay and power, however, can be improved by a few
additional custom layers. With two custom metal layers, MPSAs
can be 2�–10� cheaper than cell-based ICs (CBICs).

Index Terms—Structured ASICs, VLSI.

I. INTRODUCTION

A PPLICATIONS that require high volume and/or
low-power consumption have traditionally been im-

plemented with standard cells as cell-based integrated circuits
(CBICs). As process technologies scale to finer geometries,
new challenges affecting the design and fabrication of CBICs
have emerged. One of these challenges is subwavelength lithog-
raphy. Other challenges are deep submicron (DSM) effects
such as variation, signal integrity, and higher leakage.

These challenges are being mitigated using several ap-
proaches. Resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) are used
to cope with subwavelength lithography problems. Optical
proximity correction (OPC) and the use of phase shift masks
(PSM) are two of the commonly used RETs [1]. In these
techniques, geometric layout shapes are transformed before
fabrication in such a way that the resulting distorted shapes
result in intended layout shapes. However, these techniques are
very time and memory intensive and significantly increase the
cost of producing and inspecting each mask. The DSM effects
are mitigated by modeling the physical effects using ever-more
sophisticated CAD tools and taking them into account during
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various design stages. This significantly complicates the CAD
tools and results in a significant increase in both the tool cost
and the design time/cost. As a result of these issues, access
to the latest process technologies is becoming limited and
many designs are still being implemented using older process
technologies; advanced process technologies, including 90 nm
and below, account for only 49% of TSMC’s revenue [2].

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) provide one way of
addressing these problems. However, there is a significant gap
between the power, delay, and area performance of FPGAs com-
pared to CBICs [3]. Consequently, FPGAs may not be suitable
for applications which require low power, high volume or high
performance. In particular, applications in the growing portable
and hand-held device market often require lower power than
what is available in today’s FPGAs, but faster turn-around time
than can be achieved using CBICs. Structured ASICs are one
solution to these problems.

A structured ASIC is a generic IC that is partially fabricated
using standard or generic masks and can be “programmed” to
implement any digital circuit by adding one or more custom
metal layers and/or via layers [4]. The cost of the generic masks,
in particular the more expensive lower layer masks, is amor-
tized across a wide range of different designs. This partial fab-
rication of the device improves the cost and turnaround time.
Power consumption is reduced (compared to an FPGA) since
programmable switches are not required; in an FPGA, these
switches consume significant static and dynamic power. For
these reasons, we expect that structured ASICs will become an
increasingly important design methodology, especially in plat-
form-based designs and hand-held/battery powered device mar-
kets. This advantage will continue to grow at finer processes
such as 32 nm and below.

Although structured ASICs were introduced several years
ago, they have not achieved the traction that many anticipated.
There are many possible reasons for this, including unfamiliar
technology, immature CAD, and claimed advantages which
have not yet been concretely demonstrated. We believe that, as
technology continues to advance, the advantages of structured
ASICs will become even more compelling, especially for
low-power hand-held applications. When that happens, we
will need new architectures, CAD tools, and design flows. In
this paper, we take a step in this direction by investigating
metal-programmable structured ASICs, or MPSAs.

The cost, turnaround time, performance, and power are the
key advantages of structured ASICs. These factors depend upon
the number of metal and/or via layers that are used to cus-
tomize a structured ASIC. Intuitively, we would like to mini-
mize the number of layers that can be used for customization,
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since this minimizes the cost to the designer and may shorten
turn-around time. On the other hand, if the device is not flex-
ible enough, the implementation of a circuit on the structured
ASIC will require more area and possibly be slower and con-
sume more power. This conflicting criteria suggests that there
is an optimum number of layers that must be configurable, and
this is the main focus of this paper. The configurability question
is important because the early structured ASIC offerings ranged
from a single via customization [5] up to 6-metal and 6-via cus-
tomization [6], and this is the key factor which determines the
performance and cost of a structured ASIC.

An early version of this work appears in [7]. This paper is a
detailed and enhanced version, which includes the following:

• enhancements to the CAD framework to handle circuits
with embedded macro blocks (e.g., memories, register files
etc.);

• results for large industrial circuits;
• sensitivity analysis of the cost model; and
• estimation of the performance improvement that might be

obtained by an improved CAD flow.
Source code for the CAD framework that also includes mod-

eling of via-programmable structured ASICs (VPSAs) [8], is
available at: http://www.ece.ubc.ca/~lemieux/downloads/.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been only a moderate amount of academic re-
search related to structured ASICs where specific logic blocks
and routing fabrics have been proposed and evaluated. In this
section, we review some of this work.

Ran and Sadowska have proposed a via-configurable struc-
tured ASIC [9]–[12]. The logic block is made up of via-config-
urable cells (VCCs), which are composed of vertically aligned
transistor pairs and n-/p- diffusion strips [9]. Metal 1 (M1), M2,
and via 1 (V1) layers are used to define the cell. The M1 and
M2 layers are fixed whereas V1 is customizable. Placing vias
at various intersections of M1 and M2 segments allows VCC to
implement combinational gates, sequential gates, SRAM cells
and different arithmetic units such as adders and multipliers.
Four VCCs are grouped to form a via-configurable logic block
(VCB). The routing fabric is a crossbar structure that is laid on
top of the VCB using M3 and above. All the metal is assumed
to be fixed and only the vias between the intersecting wires of
the crossbar are used to route the circuits. They show that when
a crossbar structure with only M3 and M4 is used for routing,
the area increase is 4 and the delay increase is 1.5 , relative
to a standard cell implementation. They also consider a routing
fabric with four metal layers (M3, M4, M5, and M6) and show
that if the configurability is reduced to only V3 (the via layer be-
tween M3 and M4), an area and delay penalty is incurred. This
is because some of the metal in M4 is now dedicated to provide
a connection between M3 and M5/M6, reducing the number of
M4 segments available for routing. This results in an area in-
crease up to 46% and delay penalty up to 25%, compared to the
case when all the via layers (V1–V5) are configurable.

In [13], Pileggi et al. propose the use of regular structures and
compare a via-programmable lookup-table fabric to standard
cell designs. Each basic cell in the fabric consists of a via-pro-
grammable LUT, two input-invertable three-input NAND gates,

seven inverters and one flip-flop. This fabric is improved for en-
hanced performance and better density by Koorapaty et al. who
proposed a logic block consisting of a XOR gate, a three-input
NAND gate, 2-to-1 MUXes and inverters [14]. The logic block
is configured using only lower-layer vias.

Kheterpal et al. have explored different routing architectures
that can be used with a via-programmable logic fabric [15].
They compared the performance of a structured and a via-con-
figurable routing fabric to ASIC routing. In structured routing,
metal segments can be customized but they conform to a strict
grid whereas in the via-configurable routing, the metal segments
are fixed and form a crossbar structure. Experiments were con-
ducted for a 6-metal process where four metal layers are avail-
able for routing. They show that structured routing degrades the
performance by 5% and 6% relative to the ASIC routing solution
for a datapath circuit and a network switch circuit, respectively.
The performance loss for via-configurable routing was 24% and
21%, respectively, for the same two circuits.

Veredas et al. have proposed a mask programmable gate array
(MPGA) called Zelix [16], [17]. Their goal is to reduce the large
area overhead of FPGAs and not to improve the performance.
Zelix is based upon mask configurable look-up tables and a reg-
ular routing fabric. The logic architecture has the same topology
and gate-level logic elements as a CLB in the Xilinx Virtex-II
Pro FPGA. The switch block and connection blocks utilize fully
populated crossbars and are configured by vias. Internal signals,
clocks, and flip-flop control signals are routed using M1, M2,
and M3 layers. The power grid is implemented in M5. The con-
figuration of Zelix is done by customizing M3, M4, and the vias
between these layers. The interconnect is based upon length-1
wires and there is a buffer for every wire. It is reported that,
with 30 tracks per channel, the Zelix area is 82% smaller than a
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro.

Nakamura et al. have proposed a structured ASIC known
as VPEX, which is designed for electron-beam (EB) direct
writing [18]. The VPEX logic block consists of an exclusive
OR and an inverter. The XOR is implemented as NOR and a
AOI (AND-OR-INV) gate. The logic block can implement all
the 2-input functions and some 3-input functions. All the metal
layers in VPEX are fixed and the logic block is configured by
the via layer between M1 and M2. The routing is done using
M3 and M4 layers and the via layer between M3 and M4 is used
to configure the routing fabric. The architecture is evaluated
against a standard cell implementation for small circuits such
as a full adder and a 4-b multiplier.

Finally, Chau et al. have proposed a via-programmable logic
cell called CULG [19]. The CULG consists of two comple-
mentary NMOS pull-down networks, two cross-coupled PMOS
transistors, and two inverters. The logic block can implement
all 3-input functions and some four or five input functions. The
performance of CULG is evaluated against a transmission gate
(TG) based logic block and a differential cascode voltage switch
with pass gate (DCVSPG) logic block. CULG requires fewer
transistors than TG and DCVSPG to implement lookup tables
with three or more inputs. The power consumption of CULG is
shown to be better than TG and DCVSPG, but the delay is worse
than DCVSPG. CULG was evaluated using small circuits such
as full adder, 8-b multiplier, flip-flop, and a 3-input NAND.
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TABLE I
COMMERCIAL STRUCTURED ASICs

There are a number of commercial vendors who have offered
structured ASIC products. These products are customized either
by both metal and via layers (MPSAs) or only through via layers
[via-programmable structured ASICs (VPSAs)]. Some of these
products provide a migration path for existing FPGA designs
to improve power dissipation and unit cost while others are de-
signed for general SoC based designs. Table I shows several of
these products. Unfortunately, detailed information about most
of these products is not published. Interestingly, products that
had high amount of configurability have been discontinued.

Our work is different in that all of these previous efforts focus
on point solutions. They consider a certain type of logic block
with a routing fabric that has a fixed amount of configurability,
and compare it against standard cell based implementation or
another architecture. In our work, we do not consider a fixed
amount of customization. We vary the customization and study
the effect it has on the overall performance of a structured ASIC.

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND APPROACH

The research question we answer in this paper is: how
does the amount of configurability affect the efficiency of an
MPSA? More specifically, we relate the number of configurable
metal and via layers to the performance, power, die-area, and
dollar-cost of the MPSA. Intuitively, more configurable layers
will result in less routing congestion, possibly leading to faster,
smaller, and more power-efficient circuits. However, more
configurable layers also result in a higher dollar-cost for each
fabricated device. Understanding this tradeoff is key to creating
efficient and cost-effective MPSAs.

In answering this question, we employ an experimental
approach. We consider a set of potential MPSA architectures;
each architecture in the set differs in the number of configurable

layers available. Each MPSA is then modeled at a low level of
detail, and custom CAD tools are used to map a set of bench-
mark circuits to each architecture under consideration. Detailed
area, delay, power, and cost models are then used to evaluate
each implementation on each architecture. From these results,
the efficiency of each potential architecture can be assessed.
Although this experimental approach relies on models rather
than measured device results, it allows us to consider a wider
range of architectures than would be possible if each potential
architecture was laid out and/or manufactured.

An important part of our experimental framework is a detailed
cost model which relates the die-area and number of config-
urable layers to the dollar-cost of an MPSA. The cost model
considers the manufacturing cost of each device, the mask-set
cost for a design, and device volume requirements. This model
is described in Section IV. Section V then describes the CAD
tools used in our experiments, and Section VI presents the ex-
perimental results.

IV. COST MODEL

This section describes our detailed cost model, which relates
the cost per die to the number of configurable layers in a
structured ASIC and the die area. The cost per die depends upon
more than just the die area; a larger die with fewer layers to be
customised may be less expensive than a smaller die with more
customizable layers.

To estimate , we write

(1)

where is the cost of the partially fabricated device (i.e.,
the cost shared across all the customers), is the cost
to customize the prefabricated chip to implement a particular
circuit, is the prototyping cost to manufacture test wafers
before the final spin, is the packaging cost, and is
the testing cost. In this paper, we assume that and
are constants in our experiments, so they are not considered in
our calculations; they do depend upon the user’s design,
but they do not depend upon the range of SA implementations
we consider (i.e., area or number of configurable layers).

The base, customization, and prototyping costs can be further
subdivided into three parts: 1) a nonrecurring cost of preparing
the mask sets, 2) cost of setting up the fab line, and 3) wafer
processing cost. can be expressed as

where is the number of lower fixed masks, is the
number of upper fixed masks (e.g., required for power grid),

is the average cost for a single lower-level mask (e.g., poly
mask, M1 mask), is the average cost for a single upper-
level mask (e.g., M4 mask), is the expected total volume
and is the fab setup cost of the SA device for all customers,

is the wafer processing cost for a single mask, is cost
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of single unprocessed wafer, and is the number of good
dies per wafer.

Different lower-level masks (e.g., diffusion and poly masks)
may have different costs. However, acquiring these cost values
is not always possible. These would also complicate the cost
model. Therefore, we have decided to use one average cost
number for and a different average cost value for .

The customization cost can be calculated in a sim-
ilar fashion as

where, is the number of custom masks, and is the
volume per customer. can be calculated as

where is the number of routing layers, and is the
number of masks needed for each layer. In an MPSA, a routing
layer consists of one metal layer and one via layer.

Due to the complexity of large hardware designs, it is usually
necessary to manufacture a number of spins, where each spin
requires a new set of custom masks. Assuming is the total
number of customer silicon spins including the final version, the
prototyping costs are calculated as

In , we include the cost to manufacture one complete
wafer for every prototype spin, excluding the final spin. Al-
though minimum lot sizes offered by the foundry may require
several wafers to be manufactured at once, a structured ASIC
vendor should be able to mix wafers from several customers
to fill a single lot. Furthermore, a structured ASIC vendor may
offer a multiproject wafer, where each customer uses less than
a full wafer. This could reduce the wafer cost component of the
prototype to nearly zero. In our previous work [7], we had im-
plicitly set this wafer cost to zero, but the difference this has on
results is very small.

We are interested in analyzing the sensitivity of the cost func-
tion to the number of configurable routing layers and the
die area . By substituting the values of , ,

and in (1) and rearranging the terms, can be
written as

(2)

TABLE II
VALUES OF PARAMETERS USED IN THE COST MODEL

Even with � as high as 36 (52 total masks), the results are not
significantly different.

where , , , and are constants that depend upon the
volume requirements and various foundry costs, but are fixed
for a given structured ASIC product. Their values are

Using the parameter values shown in Table II, typical values for
, , , and are $4400, $440, $1.4444, and $1.043,

respectively.

A. Yield Model for

The number of good-dies-per-wafer depends upon
number of dies per wafer and die yield , and is
given as
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Fig. 1. Core, pad, and scribe area.

The number of dies per wafer can be approximated as [31] and
[32]

In this equation, is the wafer diameter, is the core
area, is the area for input and output pads, and is the
scribe area. A scribe is a ring around the die reserved for wafer
testing and die cutting; it mostly influences the area of small
dies. These three components are illustrated in Fig. 1. If and

represent the pad width and scribe width, respectively, then
and can be calculated as

The die yield can be estimated as [31] and [32]

where is the multiplier to account for material and systematic
yield, is the defect density, and is the cluster factor. The
yield may be affected by the number of routing layers; each ad-
ditional layer may cause the yield to reduce. On the other hand,
the regularity in MPSA fixed layers can help to improve the
yield. It is not known which of these conflicting effects would
be significant. We currently assume both of these to have negli-
gible effect on .

Most of the parameters in the previously mentioned cost
model are confidential information of a foundry. The cost
numbers (such as , , and ) can also vary from
one foundry to another. Table II shows the parameter values
we use to estimate . We obtained and confirmed data from
various sources, including several news articles and contacts
in industry. In Section VI-B, we provide a detailed sensitivity
analysis of the cost model to various parameters of Table II.

For a range of values of and , the output of the
cost model is shown in Fig. 2. The iso-cost curves in Fig. 2
show that to maintain constant cost, one extra routing layer must
save about 15 mm of die area. This is because the large mask
and wafer processing costs associated with each additional layer
significantly increases the die-cost.

In Fig. 3, we show the die-yield and the die-cost of CBICs and
MPSAs as a function of core area. In calculating the CBIC cost,

Fig. 2. MPSA cost model.

Fig. 3. Yield and die-cost ������ ��	� 
���� � � �.

we assumed six routing layers and every mask to be custom.
We also assume that during a respin, all the CBIC masks are
changed whereas only masks are changed for
MPSAs. It is possible that a CBIC respin can be completed
without modifying all the masks by employing some of the en-
gineering change order (ECO) techniques [33]. However, we do
not take this into account. In Fig. 3, it is better to compare the
area values of MPSAs and CBICs for a given cost, rather than
comparing the cost values for a given area since the CBIC area
will generally be less than the MPSA area for a given design.
For example, at a fixed cost of $45, an MPSA implementation
can use nearly 200 mm whereas a CBIC implementation can
use only a few mm . However, this difference becomes smaller
as the die-cost increases. Thus, for large die sizes, MPSAs must
be very area efficient to compete with CBICs.

V. FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe how we model an MPSA archi-
tecture, our CAD flow, and the statistics that we collect.

A. Architecture Model

When modeling the logic block architecture, we prefer to
model it without worrying about the low-level, layout related de-
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Fig. 4. Modeling an architecture.

Fig. 5. CAD flow.

tails. From the perspective of the interconnect, the various logic
block options differ only in their physical size and the number
of inputs and outputs. Therefore, we abstract the logic block as a
rectangular block with a certain number of pins on it. The logic
block size (height and width) and the position of pins are speci-
fied in terms of wire half-pitches. Fig. 4 illustrates the modeling
process for a 2-input logic block.

B. CAD Flow

Our CAD flow is shown in Fig. 5. The flow starts with a tech-
nology mapped circuit. The first step is to initialize the place-
ment by reading in the physical size (height and width) of a logic
block, the location of logic block inputs and outputs, and loca-
tion of I/O pads of the circuit. The placement grid is set to a
minimum square (i.e., if the technology mapped circuit has
blocks, then the initial grid size would be ). We
then perform placement, route the circuit for a given number of
routing layers, and calculate routing congestion. If there is any
congestion, we increase the placement grid size and repeat these
steps. The placement and routing stages are described in the fol-
lowing subsections.

1) Placement: The MPSA placement problem is similar to
the FPGA placement problem because all of the prefabricated
logic blocks have the same size and are arranged on a grid. This
implies that an FPGA placer, e.g., VPR [36], may be suitable.
However, there are two problems with this approach. First, the

number of blocks to be placed can be fairly large, especially in
the case of fine-grained logic blocks. We have found that the
simulated annealing placement algorithm of VPR is slow with
such large circuits. Second, the wirelength based cost function
in VPR does not allow it to insert whitespace1 to remove conges-
tion. Whitespace insertion is crucial, because with small logic
blocks, and the routing being done on top of them, MPSAs are
more likely than FPGAs to experience congestion. For these rea-
sons, we use a standard cell ASIC placer which is faster and can
insert whitespace.

We are using the CAPO [37] standard cell placer. It has
different options for whitespace insertion; we use the uniform
whitespace distribution. To eliminate congestion, we increase
the grid size, thus, creating whitespace, and then replace the
circuit, resulting in a better distribution of whitespace. Some
circuits require a large amount of whitespace, therefore, to
speed up the flow we use a binary search to find the minimum
routable grid size.

We use multiple passes of the placer for circuits with hard
macro blocks such as memories and register files. In the first
pass, we perform the placement without imposing any con-
straints on the positions of the different blocks. This global
placement is then legalized by moving each macro block to its
nearest, empty legal site in the MPSA device architecture. The
block’s position is then locked and not modified in the next
pass. In the second pass, with all the hard macro blocks locked
to a legal position, we replace the logic blocks.

If the logic fabric has dedicated flip-flops, a third pass can
substantially improve wirelength. We consider these flops as
hard macro blocks and lock their position after the first place-
ment pass. Hence, the second pass only changes logic positions
not flops. The third pass moves only the flip-flop blocks. Alter-
native approaches, e.g., placing flops before logic, were found
to give inferior results. Additional passes (e.g., repeating passes
2 and 3) were found to improve the wirelength by 10%, but this
roughly doubles runtime.

Recently, a new open-source structured ASIC placer, Reg-
Place, has been released [38]. RegPlace attempts to assign hard
macro blocks to their legal sites and it also takes into account
multiple clock domains. However, RegPlace is not directly ap-
plicable in our case because of its inability to insert whitespace.
In fact, in its “wirelength recovery” step, it explicitly tries to
bring connected cells closer to each other which is likely to
cause more routing congestion.

2) Routing: After placement, the next step is to route all the
nets to estimate wirelength. In our flow, we use the FGR global
router [39]. In addition to the list of nets to route, the inputs to
the router include the number of available metal and via layers
for routing, the resolution of the global routing grid (number of
logic blocks encapsulated in a global routing tile), and the grid
capacity (number of metal wires that can pass through the global
routing tile).

The MPSA routing problem is very similar to the ASIC
routing problem. Detailed routing in ASICs confines the con-
nections to the given global routing and deals mainly with
meeting the design rules [40]; in general, the quality of the

1By whitespace, we mean an entire empty logic block.
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routing results is dictated entirely by the global route. There-
fore, to simplify the flow we do not perform detailed routing.
We constrain the global router so that it can only use up to
85% of available tracks. We assume that this accounts for
the overhead of satisfying the design rules. As is typical with
ASICs, we assume that a successful global routing result can
always be detail routed with negligible wirelength overhead.

C. Metrics

The metrics we use to compare different configurability
choices include core area, delay, power and manufacturing cost.
The core area is calculated by multiplying the logic block area
with the size of the placement grid.

We use the Elmore delay model to estimate the delay [41]. For
each net, we calculate the delay to each sink and average these
values to obtain a net delay value. We then average all the net
delays to obtain average net delay and use it as our delay metric.
We use the average net delay, as opposed to critical path delay,
for three reasons. First, the number of routing layers affects only
the interconnect and this effect is captured in the average net
delay. Second, it allows us to compare different configurability
choices without knowing the internal details of the logic blocks
such as the input-to-output delays or the location of flip-flops.
Third, our CAD flow is not critical-path driven.

For the power metric, we are concerned with the dynamic
power dissipated in the interconnect since this is the only com-
ponent of power that would change significantly as we vary the
number of routing layers. We use the total interconnect (metal
and via) capacitance as a first-order estimate for power.

Finally, we use the cost model described in Section IV to
estimate the manufacturing cost of the die.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we show the impact of the number of pro-
grammable layers on the cost, area, speed, and power of the
MPSA device. The experimental results are presented for two
different suites of benchmarks: homogeneous circuits that con-
sist of only one type of logic cell, and heterogeneous circuits
that contain up to one million logic cells along with different
IP blocks (block RAM, register files, etc.). We also study the
sensitivity of the cost model to various parameters of Table II.
Finally, we estimate the effect of an using an improved white-
space insertion algorithm on MPSA die-cost.

A. Power, Delay, Area, and Cost Trends

1) Homogeneous Circuits: For homogeneous circuits, we
used the 19 largest MCNC benchmark circuits2 that have com-
monly been used in the research on FPGAs [36] and structured
ASICs [12].

The flow described in the previous section assumes a tech-
nology-mapped circuit, however, the technology mapping de-
pends upon the internal structure of each physical cell in the
MPSA. In order to focus our attention on the interconnect ar-
chitecture, we abstract the contents of the cell by representing

2One of the circuits, s38584.1, contains a net with more than 3000 pins which
was too large for the router. We chose to exclude the benchmark rather than
modify it.

TABLE III
LOGIC BLOCKS USED IN EXPERIMENTS

only its input and output pins and cell area. This means that an
exact technology mapping is impossible. Instead, we perform a
clustering step to produce an interconnect netlist that approxi-
mates a real technology-mapped netlist. Our benchmark circuits
are written in terms of 2-input gates; we cluster these basic gates
such that each cluster has a specific number of inputs and out-
puts that matches the number of inputs and outputs of a partic-
ular logic block architecture. Such a clustered netlist has many
of the properties (such as fan-in and fan-out distributions, Rent
parameter, etc.) of a real technology-mapped circuit. We use
T-VPack ([36]), an FPGA clustering algorithm, for this purpose.

Because we avoid real technology mapping, we must be
careful not to compare the results obtained using two different
logic blocks (I/O counts) directly. Hence, we do not draw any
conclusions about which logic block is better. Instead, we
average results across logic blocks (I/O counts) for each layout
density.

Our experimental methodology also requires the pin locations
and an estimate of the layout area (height and width) for each
physical cell. Pin locations are randomly generated within each
cell. The layout area for a particular logic block depends upon
the contents (number of gates) and the effort of the layout artist,
both of which are hard to estimate precisely. Instead, we de-
termine the minimum and maximum area values for each logic
block architecture and sweep through five equally spaced points
in that range. The minimum cell area represents a very dense
layout. We use the number of logic block pins to calcu-
late the minimum cell area. The minimum area (in units of
wire half-pitches) to fit pins is . However,
we would not be able to connect to such a dense arrangement
of pins. Therefore, we assume the minimum layout area to be

.
For maximum layout area, we find an area number for an

“average” gate by averaging the areas of different basic standard
cells such as NAND, NOR, MUX, etc. If the logic block has
outputs, then we assume the maximum area to be

.
Table III shows the different logic block types (I/O counts)

and the corresponding layout area values used in our experi-
ments.

The trends for area, delay and power as a function of the
number of routing layers, averaged over all the MCNC circuits,
are shown in Fig. 6. The plots show averaged (geometric mean)
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Fig. 6. MCNC circuits: area, delay and power trends (nominal core area at �� �� � ����� mm ). (a) Area. (b) Delay. (c) Power.

Fig. 7. MCNC circuits: trends for die cost at 45 nm. (a) �	�
��� 	�� ���� � �� mm . (b) �	�
��� 	�� ���� � �� mm . (c) �	�
��� 	�� ���� �

��� mm .

data of all the different logic block types for all the circuits.
The plots are normalized to the values of minimum block layout
area with two routing layers. We define the nominal area to be
the geometric mean of core area of the minimum block layout
area with two routing layers. The nominal area in these plots
is 0.008 mm . There are four important observations. First, for
larger block layouts, the area, delay, and power does not change
as we increase the number of routing layers. This is because
the blocks are so large that even with two layers there is no
congestion, therefore, there is no effect of adding subsequent
routing layers. Second, for smaller block layouts, the improve-
ments in area, delay and power are quite small after four routing
layers. Third, in some cases, given the same number of routing
layers, the core area with larger blocks can be smaller than the
core area with small blocks [e.g., core areas for “medium” and
“small” blocks with two routing layers in Fig. 6(a)]. This is pri-
marily because of the uniform whitespace distribution scheme
used during placement. The total whitespace required for small
blocks is more than the whitespace inserted for larger blocks,
which increases the core area. The use of an intelligent white-
space insertion algorithm (one that inserts whitespace only at
the congested areas) could alleviate this problem. Finally, area
is the most sensitive to the addition of extra routing layers, while
power is the least sensitive. These trends are similar when the
averaged data shown in Fig. 6 is examined for individual logic
block types (I/O counts), but these data are not shown due to
space constraints.

Next, we estimated the dollar cost by applying the cost model
described in Section IV. However, the homogeneous circuits
we used are quite small. This is impractical, and artificially in-
creases significantly, reducing (2) to . Be-
cause of this, we scaled the core area to a realistic value before

applying the cost model.3 For scaling, we multiplied the core
areas such that the nominal core area gets the values of 10 mm ,
50 mm , and 100 mm . The resulting cost plots are shown in
Fig. 7. It can also be seen from Fig. 7 that, for small die sizes,
the minimum cost is achieved with only two routing layers; the
cost of adding an extra layer is almost always greater than any
cost savings due to area reduction. However, for large die sizes,
additional routing layers reduce cost modestly for only the most
dense block layouts.

We also show the estimated CBIC cost in Fig. 7, produced
using the core area of a “min” block layout area, six routing
layers, and all custom masks. It can be seen that, despite the
small area of CBICs, there is a significant gap between the cost
of an MPSA and a CBIC for smaller dies. This difference, how-
ever, diminishes as the die sizes grow, suggesting that CBICs
may be cost-effective for extremely large designs.

Finally, we compare the cost of implementing a design in an
MPSA and a CBIC. We consider two different process technolo-
gies—90 nm and 45 nm. The area of the 90 nm implementa-
tion is 4 the area of 45 nm implementation. For MPSA costs
we assumed a “medium” block layout area whereas for CBIC
we assumed “min” block layout area. With these assumptions,
the CBIC implementation of a design takes 3.5 less area than
the MPSA implementation in the same process technology. The
ratio of CBIC costs to MPSA costs are then shown in Fig. 8. It
can be seen that, for smaller dies, the MPSAs are more cost ef-
fective than CBICs despite a 3.5 area penalty. The cost effec-
tiveness improves as we scale to finer process geometries. The
figure also shows the comparison of a 90 nm CBIC implemen-
tation versus a 45 nm MPSA implementation. Again, MPSAs
are much cheaper than a CBIC implementation, especially for

3In Section VI-A-2, we show results that did not involve any scaling.
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Fig. 8. Cost advantage of MPSAs over CBIC at 90 nm and 45 nm (higher value means MPSA is lower cost). (a) �� �� ���� 	
�� ��� � �� mm ,
�� �� ���� 	
�� ��� � �� mm . (b) �� �� ���� 	
�� ��� � �� mm , �� �� ���� 	
�� ��� � ���mm . (c) �� �� ���� 	
�� ��� �

��� mm , �� �� ���� 	
�� ��� � ��� mm .

TABLE IV
eASIC BENCHMARKS: CHARACTERISTICS

small die sizes. This suggests that the MPSAs can make modern
technologies more affordable than older CBIC technologies. In-
terestingly, we can also see that MPSAs are not cost-effective
against CBICs for large dies when both are implemented in 90
nm; this may partly explain the slower than anticipated adoption
rate of structured ASICs to date.

2) Heterogeneous Circuits: For heterogeneous circuits, we
used circuits that were released by eASIC as part of a place-
ment contest [42]. These circuits are modified versions of large
industrial designs and contain up to approximately one million
logic blocks. The logic fabric consists of four different types of
elements: ecells (logic block), flip-flops, block RAMs, and reg-
ister files. The circuits have been technology mapped to these
blocks but the internal architecture of these blocks has not been
disclosed. There are multiple clock domains in these circuits,
however, for our experiments we only assume a single clock
domain.

The architecture of the eASIC device is similar to a column-
based FPGA. The basic building block is called a “group” which
consists of columns of logic blocks and flip-flops, block RAMs,
and register files. There is a fixed site for each block type in a
group and it can have four different clocks. The chip is made up
of array of groups and can have 32 different clocks.

The original technology mapping of the eASIC circuits is
very sparse. This can be seen from the last column under “Orig-
inal Circuits” in Table IV. The logic block has nine pins (seven
input pins and two output pins), but the circuits, on the av-
erage, are only using three pins. Because of such a sparse tech-
nology mapping, there is no congestion and all the circuits were
routable with only two layers. In this case, the results were
similar to the results of MCNC benchmarks with “max” block
layout area (Fig. 6). Therefore, we modified the circuits by clus-
tering the logic blocks to make the mapping more dense using

the T-VPack algorithm [36]. The characteristics of the original
and the packed circuits are shown in Table IV.

To conduct the experiments, we need an estimate of the layout
area for different circuit elements. The smallest circuit element
is the logic block and the area of the other blocks can be ex-
pressed in terms of the logic block area. The relative area of
different circuit components can be found from the benchmark
files. We estimated the block RAM layout area from its size (36
kb dual-port memory), and used that to determine the layout area
of logic block. We defined this logic block as “medium block”
and it has a layout area (in units of wire half-pitches) of 69
69. We also consider two other logic blocks: one with a 0.5
layout area and the other with a 2 layout area of “medium
block.” We define these as “small block” and “large block,” re-
spectively. The layout area values of these blocks, in terms of
wire half-pitches, are 50 50, and 96 96, respectively.

We pass four of the circuits through the CAD flow described
in Section V. The placement grid for the smallest circuit, easic4,
is limited by the register files rather than the logic blocks, so we
do not use this circuit in our experiments. We collect area, delay,
and power statistics for different number of customizable layers
and use the cost model described in Section IV to calculate the
die-cost. The plots for the average (geometric) area, delay, and
power trends are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c). All the plots are nor-
malized to the values for “small block” with two routing layers.
There are four major observations. First, the area, delay, and
power performance improves with more customizable routing
layers. The bulk of the improvement occurs in going from two
to four layers. For example, small block area and delay reduces
by 75% and power reduces by 50%. For the same block size, the
improvement in area, delay, and power from four to six layers
is only 12%, 11%, and 13%, respectively. The trends for other
block sizes are similar.
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Fig. 9. Packed eASIC circuits: area, delay and power trends ����� ������	
 ��� ���� ��� 	�� ���	��� ������ ���mm �. (a) Area. (b) Delay. (c) Power.

Fig. 10. Packed eASIC circuits: die-cost trend (normalized to cost values for
“small block”).

Second, with fewer custom routing layers, the difference be-
tween the different block sizes is small but it grows with more
custom layers. With two custom routing layers, the difference
in area, delay, and power of a structured ASIC containing small
blocks and one containing large blocks is 2%, 1%, and 0%, re-
spectively. The same difference with four layers is 15%, 20%,
and 13% respectively; with six layers, the difference grows to
27%, 31%, and 26%, respectively.

Third, area is most sensitive to the number of customizable
routing layers, whereas power is least sensitive. The reduction
in area and power in going from two to six layers with small
blocks is 80% and 60%, respectively.

Finally, we see that with two custom routing layers, the area,
delay and power with small blocks are more than the medium
block. We also see that in going from two to three layers, there
is a significant performance improvement. The reason for both
these observations is the use of uniform whitespace insertion
algorithm in our CAD flow. The available whitespace gets dis-
tributed across the core rather than just at the congested regions.
As a result, a large amount of whitespace needs to be inserted
to successfully route highly congested designs, which is exactly
the case with fewer routing layers and/or smaller block sizes. In
Section VI-C, we provide insight into the improvement that can
be obtained from the use of an intelligent whitespace insertion
algorithm.

Next, we estimate the die-cost using the area values of
Fig. 9(a). The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 10. The plot shows
that the decrease in core area with more custom routing layers
does not reduce the die-cost by the same proportion. It can be

Fig. 11. Die-cost sensitivity to volume requirements.

seen that the reduction in die-cost obtained by having more
than three custom layers is very small and there is almost no
cost advantage of having more than four custom routing layers.
The reason for this behavior is the large cost associated with
the maskset; cost savings resulting from smaller die sizes are
offset by the increase in cost due to the use of additional custom
masks.

We also compare the MPSA die-cost of heterogeneous cir-
cuits to the corresponding CBIC cost. We estimated the CBIC
cost using the MPSA area value (with small block and six
routing layers) and consider all masks as custom. The resulting
cost is also shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that MPSAs with
two custom routing layers have a 2 cost advantage over
CBICs, and with four custom layers it grows to about 4 .

B. Cost Sensitivity

In this section, we study the sensitivity of the die-cost to some
of the parameters of Table II. In particular, we look at the ef-
fect of different volume requirements ( and ), maskset
prices ( and ), and number of fixed masks . We
have noticed that the trends for different MPSAs (different logic
block sizes and different number of custom layers) are largely
insensitive to these parameters. However, the cost of MPSAs
relative to CBICs does change. Therefore, we only compare the
die-cost of 45 nm CBICs against the 45 nm MPSA with small
block and two custom layers and show the results for heteroge-
neous circuits.

The sensitivity of die-cost to volume requirements is shown
in Fig. 11. We considered a range of values for customer volume

and total device volume . The results show that the
die-cost is much more sensitive to than . This is because
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Fig. 12. Die-cost sensitivity to maskset cost. (a) � � ��� �, � � ��. (b)
� � �� �, � � ��� �.

CBIC maskset cost is amortized over the customer volume only.
For small volumes, MPSAs are, therefore, very cost effective.

Next, we look at the impact of maskset cost. There are two
factors in the mask set cost. First, the total maskset cost, and
second, the ratio of the cost of lower and upper masks (
and , respectively). We considered these two factors and
also considered different device volumes. The results are shown
in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the higher maskset costs favor
MPSAs, especially for smaller volumes. Also, an increasing
ratio between and , which matches current trends,
favors MPSAs.

Finally, we also modeled different processes in which the
number of masks needed to manufacture the fixed portion of
the device may differ. The results, shown in Fig. 13, il-
lustrate that a larger number would favor MPSAs over CBICs.
This is because, with large , a larger portion of the cost of
the maskset is amortized over total device volume . This
lowers the per-die cost of MPSAs.

C. Effect of an Improved Whitespace Insertion Algorithm

We are using uniform whitespace insertion in our CAD flow.
As described in Section VI-A-2, one of the problems with this
approach is that a significant amount of whitespace needs to
be inserted before all congestion is removed. This results in a
large die-area and increased wirelength which degrades delay
and power.

Congestion-aware whitespace allocation problem has been
studied before, both for CBICs [43]–[45] and FPGAs [46]–[49].
However, it still remains an active area of research. In FPGAs,

Fig. 13. Die-cost sensitivity to number of fixed masks �� 	.

Fig. 14. Estimating area with use of an intelligent whitespace insertion
algorithm.

the whitespace insertion problem is particularly hard because
whitespace can only be inserted at fixed grid locations and in
units of LUTs or CLBs. The nature of the whitespace insertion
problem in MPSAs is similar to that of FPGAs. In FPGAs, the
use of empty CLBs as whitespace has not been very successful.
Instead, most of the techniques rely on depopulating CLBs
(using fewer than available LUTs) [47]–[49]. In our MPSA
logic block model, we are assuming a fully packed logic block.
Therefore, this technique is not directly applicable. In our
experiments we have noted that some of the congestion-aware
placement options available in the existing academic placers
were not able to produce routable placements, especially when
there are few metal layers available for routing. Developing
a new suitable whitespace allocation algorithm is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, in this section, we estimate the im-
pact that an intelligent, congestion-aware whitespace insertion
algorithm would have on our results.

Our approach for this estimation is as follows. Assume that
the minimum number of custom routing layers for which a given
circuit can be routed without any whitespace insertion is . For
architectures with fewer than custom layers, not all nets can be
routed due to congestion. To remove this congestion, an intelli-
gent whitespace insertion algorithm would leave selected logic
blocks empty; if this is done correctly, then the circuit can be
routed using fewer than custom layers, since each empty logic
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Fig. 15. Estimated area for packed eASIC benchmarks. (a) Small block. (b) Medium block. (c) Large block.

Fig. 16. Estimated die-cost with use of an intelligent whitespace insertion algorithm. (a) Small block. (b) Medium block. (c) Large block.

block is accompanied by a set of routing tracks, and these tracks
can be used to route nets in the circuit. For an architecture with

custom layers, where , our approach is to estimate
the number of logic blocks that need to be left empty such
that the total number of available routing tracks in the new ar-
chitecture with custom layers is same as the total number of
available routing tracks in the architecture containing custom
layers. The die area and dollar cost of an architecture with
additional logic blocks but only custom layers can then be
computed using our previous techniques.

To calculate , we do the following. Consider a placement
grid of logic blocks that is routable without any white-
space using custom routing layers. If the size of a logic block
is such that routing tracks can pass over it in one
layer, then the total routing capacity is .
If the number of routing layers is reduced by , then the total
reduction, , in the routing capacity is .
We then use to calculate as follows:

and consequently the new placement grid size is:
. This process is

illustrated in Fig. 14 for , , , and
. This estimation technique is optimistic in that

it shows the “best case” benefit that might be achieved. In
practice, the actual benefit will likely be less.

The die-area values obtained by using the previous technique
for heterogeneous circuits are shown in Fig. 15 along with the
original area values. To gather these results, we found the min-
imum for which the circuit can be routed, and iterated for all
values , each time calculating the area as above. For each

point, if the estimated area turns out to be more than the area ob-
tained from the CAD flow, we use the CAD-area instead for the
current and subsequent area calculations. It can be seen from the
graph that an intelligent whitespace insertion algorithm has the
potential to provide significant savings in die-area, especially
when there are few custom layers available for routing. The most
potential for area savings is with an architecture containing a
small block where the estimated die-area for two custom layers
is 60% less than what was obtained using uniform whitespace
allocation. This difference reduces to 7% if four custom layers
are available.

The die-cost values corresponding to the estimated area
values are shown in Fig. 16. As the graph shows, the 60%
area saving (due to improved whitespace insertion) for the
small block with two layers, translates to a 55% cost reduction.
However, the area reduction in going from two to four layers
does not translate into any cost advantage. Another observation
is that the layout area of the logic block now has an impact on
the die-cost. There is 12% difference between the die-cost of
small and medium blocks, and a difference of 20% between
medium blocks and large blocks. Finally, it can also be seen
that the minimum cost point for small and medium blocks has
moved from four layers to three layers.

From Fig. 9, we see that the trends for delay and power are
similar to area, therefore, we expect the impact of the white-
space insertion algorithm on delay and power to be similar to
that of area.

These results show that a significant reduction in the die-area
and die-cost can be made by improving the CAD flow. With the
current whitespace insertion techniques, there is very little ad-
vantage of having a small, densely laid out logic cell, especially
with fewer routing layers. In the future, however, as better CAD
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techniques evolve, densely laid-out logic blocks will become
advantageous.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented area, delay, power, and cost trends
for MPSAs. Area is the most sensitive, whereas the power is the
least sensitive to the number of customizable layers. The sen-
sitivity also varies with logic block layout density; high-den-
sity layouts have greater sensitivity than low-density layouts.
We experimented with two different suites of benchmarks that
consisted of homogeneous and heterogeneous circuits. The re-
sults show that, to achieve lowest cost in most cases, the number
of customizable layers should be as small as possible; the area
savings that could be obtained if more customizable layers are
available does not usually translate into a cost savings. A few
additional custom layers, however, can provide delay and power
improvements.

The cost advantage provided by MPSAs can make modern
technologies much more accessible, giving products access to
further benefits (higher clock speed, lower power) of a modern
process that are not available in older-technology CBICs.

We compared the die-cost of MPSAs against CBICs. Small
circuits with a core area of up to 10 mm in a 2-layer 45 nm
MPSA can be 10 cheaper than a corresponding 2.8 mm 45
nm CBIC. For large designs with embedded macro blocks, the
cost difference (between a 2-layer 45 nm MPSA and a corre-
sponding CBIC) is 2 . This cost advantage grows to 4 for a
4-layer MPSA.

One of the limitations in our CAD flow is the lack of an intel-
ligent whitespace insertion algorithm. This inflates area and cost
when there are too few routing layers. Developing an effective
whitespace insertion algorithm is important, as it can potentially
lower the cost of large designs on 2-layer MPSAs by 2 , usu-
ally matching the low cost of 4-layer MPSAs.

There are some additional limitations in this work. In our
delay and power estimates, we did not consider delay and power
dissipation of the logic blocks or precise critical paths. In esti-
mating CBIC cost, we assumed that all the masks are modified
in a respin and did not consider the impact of ECO techniques
([33]). We also did not perform detailed routing or considered
the impact of buffer insertion. Finally, we assume that there are
dedicated power and clock networks for the logic blocks and we
do not consider their area overhead. However, despite these lim-
itations we believe our results are sufficiently accurate to draw
important conclusions.

One direction for future work is to develop a whitespace
insertion algorithm that inserts whitespace only in congested
areas. One possible approach is to use a flow similar to
Un/DoPack [49]. As we have shown, there is a significant
performance gap that can be filled with such an algorithm. We
also plan to investigate via-programmable structured ASICs
(VPSAs). We have done some preliminary work in this regard
[8], but we plan to extend it by looking into other possible
architectures.
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